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Abstract. Specifications of programs frequently involve operators and functions
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design– must be based on formal rules. Since classical logic deals only with defined values, some extra thought is required. There are several ways of handling
terms that can fail to denote a value — this paper provides a semantically based
comparison of three of the best known approaches. In addition, some pointers are
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Introduction

Terms such as the head of an empty sequence (hd [ ]), applying a mapping outside its
actual domain ({1 7→ 1}(2)), or even the obvious 7/0 can be considered to fail to denote
values. Of course, it would be perverse to write such naked terms deliberately but the
fact is that they arise as sub-terms of quite innocent expressions. What some people call
“undefined terms” are ubiquitous in reasoning about realistic program specifications
and designs.
In some uses, it is tempting to try to “guard” dangerous applications by writing
expressions such as:1
∀i : Z · i 6= 0 ⇒ i /i = 1

(1)

But there are other expressions that cannot be rewritten with such guards; consider:
∀i : Z · (i /i = 1) ∨ ((i − 1)/(i − 1) = 1)

(2)

Although also verging on the contrived, disjunctions where either term can be undefined
–but only in the case where the other disjunct is true– arise quite naturally in specifications. The same can be said of conditions under which conjunctions and implications
come into contact with “undefinedness”.
The issue of reasoning about such partial terms in program development has long
been recognised; certainly [McC67] discusses the problem and the issue has since been
tackled in a variety of approaches [Owe85, Che86, Ten87, Bli88, KTB88, Jer88, Spi88,
1

Assume that x /y represents integer division and that it does not yield a defined result with a
zero divisor.
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Jon90, CJ91, MS97, GSE95, Jon06, Fit07, Sch11]. The topic is discussed by logicians
such as in [Łuk20, Wan61, vF66, Kol76, Kol81, Hoo87, Avr88, Far90, Mac01].
The first author of the current paper has long advocated the use of a non-classical
“Logic of Partial Functions” (LPF) [BCJ84]. LPF is a first order predicate logic designed to handle non-denoting values that can arise from terms that apply partial functions and operators. LPF underlies the Vienna Development Method (VDM) [Jon90,
BFL+ 94, Fit07]. A soundness proof of untyped LPF is given in [Che86] and of the
typed version in [JM94].
Recently, all three authors have been looking at the issue of providing (efficient)
mechanisations of LPF. One fruit of this is [JL11] that presents two semantic models
for LPF. A paper on the adaptation of (semi-)decision procedures such as resolution
and refutation to cope with LPF is about to be submitted to a journal [JLS11]. The
underpinning of that research is a semantics that maps logical expressions to relations
over interpretations and results. This nicely captures Blamey’s [Bla80, Bla86] view that
non-denoting terms correspond to “gaps”: so 7/0 or the head of an empty sequence map
to an empty relation but i /i maps to interpretations which have a gap for i = 0.
In spite of the fact that the “gap” view is key to the semantic models presented later,
it is convenient to first illustrate the three main approaches to handling partial terms
being considered in this paper by using a surrogate for the “undefined” value (which,
of course, can often not be computed). In these illustrations, ⊥Z is written to stand for
a missing integer value and ⊥B for a missing Boolean value; then B⊥ (Z⊥ ) is taken to
mean B ∪ {⊥B } (Z ∪ {⊥Z }) respectively.
Essentially, the first two approaches below attempt to get by with classical logic
by “catching undefinedness” before it collides with the logical operators to avoid any
contact with non-denoting logical values. In other words providing work-arounds so
that a classical (total) framework can still be used. The third approach considers using
a non-classical (three-valued) logic.
The first approach (see Section 3) is to insist that all terms do in fact denote something (perhaps 0/0 = 42) and is pictured in Figure 1(a). Another approach (see Section 4) is to accept that terms such as i /i can fail to denote but to make any predicates
(e.g. the relational operators) denote, even in those situations where their arguments fail
to denote; this approach is pictured in Figure 1(b).
The third approach uses a non-classical logic, notably LPF (see Section 5), whose
attempt to “catch undefinedness” is pictured in Figure 1(c). Here the gaps from partial
terms are allowed to propagate up so that the problem can be “resolved” by the logical
operators. Although the conditional operators of [McC67] do not retain properties like
the commutativity of disjunctions and conjunctions, they broadly fit the picture depicted
for LPF and this approach is discussed in Section 6.
A semantic model of the sort first presented in [JL11] for LPF is in fact quite convenient for comparing different approaches to handling partial terms and this is the focus
of this paper. Using the definitions and ideas introduced in Section 2, a semantic model
is developed for each of the three approaches to handling partial terms described above
(see Sections 3–5). These are then used to compare and contrast the three approaches
in Section 6, which also highlights further approaches of interest.
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Fig. 1. An illustration of where “undefinedness” can be caught: (a) a classical approach insisting
that all terms denote; (b) a non-strict relational operator approach; and (c) the LPF approach.

2

The Basis of the Semantics

An abstract syntax (using VDM notation [Jon90]) is presented in Figure 2. It is this
abstract syntax that is used in the semantic models presented in this paper (although,
when writing expressions in examples, concrete syntax is used for readability).
As in most logic textbooks, only a few logical operators are considered since further logical operators can be defined from this subset — and a logic is unlikely to be
usable unless its operators enjoy connections such as de Morgan’s laws. One predicate –equality, defined only for integer operands– and two functions –subtraction and
division– suffice to illustrate the issues. Finally, quantification is only considered to be
over the set of integer values and the only constant values are Booleans and integers.
Context conditions for such a language are outlined in [JL11] and spelt out formally
in [Lov10]. The context conditions ensure that the semantics only need be given for
expressions that are well-formed thus removing the need to define semantics for illformed expressions such as mk -Exists(x , 5), i.e. ∃x · 5.
Two sorts of identifiers can occur in expressions, those for propositions (Prop) and
those for integer variables (Var ). The sets Prop and Var are assumed to be disjoint.
It is one of the functions of the context conditions to ensure that identifiers are used
appropriately. Furthermore, it is required that all integer variables are explicitly bound
by quantifiers.
States (σ ∈ Σ) provide a (possibly partial) interpretation for propositional and integer variable symbols. Formally, Σ is defined as the union of two sets of maps:
m

Σ = Prop −→ B |
m
Var −→ Z
where the map involving Prop is partial in the sense that a propositional identifier can
be absent from the domain of a specific map (σ ∈ Σ) to allow for the possibility of
undefined propositional identifiers. However, the Var map must be total since all Var
are explicitly bound by quantifiers and in classical logic and in LPF quantification is
only over defined values.
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Expr = Value | Id | Arith | Equality | Not | Or | Exists
Value = B | Z
Id = Prop | Var
Arith :: a : Expr
op : − | /
b : Expr
Equality :: a : Expr
b : Expr
Not :: a : Expr
Or :: a : Expr
b : Expr
Exists :: bind : Id
body : Expr
Fig. 2. The abstract syntax of the language.

The semantics is given for each of the three approaches to handling partial terms by
defining a semantic function for each with following form:
E : Expr → P(Σ × Value)
E(e) 4

3

...

Classical Logic: Making all Terms Denote

As indicated in Figure 1(a), it is possible to get by with classical logical operators by
forcing an extension of functions and operators so that they are total. To make division
yield a result with a zero divisor is a challenge but it is possible to say that 7/0 yields
some arbitrary integer and that perhaps no harm is done by this fiction providing that
it is not possible to know which integer results. Figure 3 presents a formal semantics
for this approach where division by zero is extended to return an arbitrary integer. The
rest of this definition is straightforward in the sense that any feature of the language of
Figure 2 has the obvious classical meaning.
To ensure that all propositional variables do denote, the set of variable state mappings needs to be appropriately defined. Let ΣC be the set of mappings that contain
denotations for all used elements of Prop and Var :
ΣC = {σ | σ ∈ Σ ∧ dom σ = Id }
Relations are chosen as the space of denotations to facilitate comparison with the
semantics in the next two sections.
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Notice that this approach is total as the definition of E C avoids the possibility of
“gaps”. In other words, for every expression e and each σ ∈ ΣC there exists a tuple
(σ, v ) ∈ E C (e). This is straightforward to prove by structural induction over Expr .
The relation, however, is not deterministic (or “functional”) since it is not single-valued,
i.e. 7/0 = 7/0 can yield both true and false.
What has been done in E C is to underspecify the partial division function so that
it returns an arbitrary value when applied outside of its actual defined domain. An alternative approach is to overspecify the result, in other words, to define that a partial
function must return a default value when applied outside of its actual defined domain,
e.g. i /0 returns 42.2 The E D semantics presented in Figure 4 documents the small
change needed to instead overspecify the partial division function. The rest of the expression cases follow as in the E C semantics, if all other occurrences of E C are replaced
with E D .
It is straightforward to show the semantic function E D is total and also deterministic
(for any expression e it follows that (σ, v1 ) ∈ E D (e) ∧ (σ, v2 ) ∈ E D (e) ⇒ v1 = v2 ).

4

Classical Logic: Variant Relational Operators

Figure 1(b) indicates that there is another way to preserve classical logic and that is
by having non-strict relational operators denote even when their arguments fail to denote. Non-strict notions of equality include existential equality (=∃ ) and strong equality
(==). The truth table for existential equality is presented in Figure 5 and strong equality differs only in the case when both of their operands do not denote, so ⊥Z =∃ ⊥Z is
false, but ⊥Z == ⊥Z is true. Existential equality is the focus throughout this section.
The semantic function E ∃ is defined in Figure 6 using a similar approach to E C but
replacing the case for division by the normal partial division definition and by replacing
the case for equality by existential equality. Additionally any further use of E C needs to
be replaced with E ∃ . Note that the set of variable state mappings remains as ΣC since
propositional variables are not permitted to be a source of non-denoting terms.
The E ∃ semantics is total in the sense that for every Boolean expression e and each
σ ∈ ΣC there must be a tuple (σ, v ) ∈ E ∃ (e) but notice that if, as is pointed out in
Section 6, the need for both strict and non-strict equality is recognised, then there still
exists the danger of partial terms being written by mistake. The E ∃ semantics is also
deterministic.

5

Non-classical Logic: LPF

If the truth is told about partial functions and operators, there are gaps in the denotations
where they fail to denote: 7/0 is not an integer; furthermore, if discussion is limited to
the one strict notion of equality, 7/0 = 42 fails to denote a Boolean value. Briefly
revisiting Property 2, it should be clear that its truth relies on the truth of disjunctions
such as (1/1 = 1) ∨ (0/0 = 1), which reduces to (1 = 1) ∨ (⊥Z = 1) and further to
true ∨ ⊥B , since the equality is strict (i.e. undefined if either operand is undefined) and
2

0/0 = 42 proof by Douglas Adams.
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E C : Expr → P(ΣC × Value)
E C (e) 4
cases e of
e ∈ Value
→ {(σ, e) | σ ∈ ΣC }
e ∈ Prop
→ {(σ, σ(e)) | σ ∈ ΣC }
e ∈ Var
→ {(σ, σ(e)) | σ ∈ ΣC }
mk -Arith(a, −, b) → {(σ, a 0 − b 0 ) | (σ, a 0 ) ∈ E(a) ∧ (σ, b 0 ) ∈ E(b)}
mk -Arith(a, /, b) → {(σ, a 0 /b 0 ) | (σ, a 0 ) ∈ E C (a) ∧
(σ, b 0 ) ∈ E C (b) ∧ b 0 6= 0} ∪
{(σ, n) | (σ, a 0 ) ∈ E C (a) ∧
(σ, b 0 ) ∈ E C (b) ∧ b 0 = 0 ∧ n ∈ Z}
0
mk -Equality(a, b) → {(σ, a = b 0 ) | (σ, a 0 ) ∈ E C (a) ∧ (σ, b 0 ) ∈ E C (b)}
mk -Not(p)
→ {(σ, ¬ p 0 ) | (σ, p 0 ) ∈ E C (p)}
mk -Or (p, q)
→ {(σ, p 0 ∨ q 0 ) | (σ, p 0 ) ∈ E C (p) ∧ (σ, q 0 ) ∈ E C (q)}
mk -Exists(x , p) → {(σ, ∃i: Z · (σ † {x 7→ i}, true) ∈ E C (p)) | σ ∈ ΣC }
end
Fig. 3. The semantic function E C — an approach to making all terms denote.

E D : Expr → P(ΣC × Value)
E D (e) 4
cases e of
..
.
mk -Arith(a, /, b) → {(σ, a 0 /b 0 ) | (σ, a 0 ) ∈ E D (a) ∧
(σ, b 0 ) ∈ E D (b) ∧ b 0 6= 0} ∪
{(σ, 42) | (σ, a 0 ) ∈ E D (a) ∧
(σ, b 0 ) ∈ E D (b) ∧ b 0 = 0}
..
.
end
Fig. 4. The semantic function E D — another approach to making all terms denote.

=∃
0
1
2
...
⊥Z

0
true
false
false
...
false

1
false
true
false
...
false

2
false
false
true
...
false

...
...
...
...
...
...

⊥Z
false
false
false
...
false

Fig. 5. The truth table for existential equality with integer operands.
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E ∃ : Expr → P(ΣC × Value)
E ∃ (e) 4
cases e of
..
.
mk -Arith(a, /, b) → {(σ, a 0 /b 0 ) | (σ, a 0 ) ∈ E ∃ (a) ∧
(σ, b 0 ) ∈ E ∃ (b) ∧ b 0 6= 0}
mk -Equality(a, b) → {(σ, a 0 = b 0 ) | (σ, a 0 ) ∈ E ∃ (a) ∧ (σ, b 0 ) ∈ E ∃ (b)} ∪
{(σ, false) | σ ∈ (ΣC \ dom E ∃ (a))} ∪
{(σ, false) | σ ∈ (ΣC \ dom E ∃ (b))}
..
.
end
Fig. 6. The semantic function E ∃ for the approach of including a non-strict relational operator.

ultimately to ⊥B . This unfortunately makes no sense in classical logic since its truth
tables only define the logical operators for proper Boolean values.
As can be seen in Figure 1(c), this approach leaves the propositional operators to
take the strain. The truth tables (disjunction, conjunction and negation) in Figure 7
(presented in [Kle52, §64]) illustrate how the propositional operators in LPF have been
extended to handle logical values that may fail to denote. These truth tables provide
the strongest possible monotonic extension of the familiar propositional operators with
respect to the following ordering on the truth values: ⊥B  true and ⊥B  false.
The truth tables can be viewed as describing a parallel lazy evaluation of the operands,
whereby a result is delivered as soon as enough information is available and such a
result cannot be contradicted if a ⊥B later evaluates to a proper Boolean value.
∨
true
⊥B
false

true
true
true
true

⊥B
true
⊥B
⊥B

false
true
⊥B
false

∧
true
⊥B
false

true
true
⊥B
false

⊥B
⊥B
⊥B
false

false
false
false
false

¬
true false
⊥B ⊥B
false true

∆
true true
⊥B false
false true

Fig. 7. The LPF truth tables for disjunction, conjunction, negation and definedness (∆).

The quantifiers of LPF are a natural extension of the propositional operators —
viewing existential quantification as an infinite disjunction (in the worst case) and universal quantification as an infinite conjunction. Thus, an existentially quantified expression in LPF is true if a witness value exists even if the quantified expression is undefined
or false for some of the bound values. Such an expression is false if no witness value
can be shown. Similar comments apply for universally quantified expressions.
For expressive completeness, LPF includes a definedness operator ∆ whose truth
table is also presented in Figure 7. Unlike all of the other operators presented, the ∆
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operator is not monotone. However, ∆ tends not to be used in normal assertions and it
is considered to be an operator on the meta-level.
A semantics for the LPF version of the Predicate Calculus is detailed below. The
abstract syntax is extended to include ∆, thus Expr L = Expr | Delta and where the
abstract syntax for Delta is the same as for Not.
Since in LPF, the logical operators are extended to allow for the possibility that
non-denoting logical values can be “caught”, the standard definition of Σ (given in
Section 2) can be used for LPF, thus allowing for undefined propositional identifiers to
occur in a specific σ.
The semantic function E L is defined as E C , but with the additional and modified
cases presented in Figure 8; also any use of E C needs to be replaced with E L and any
use of ΣC needs to be replaced with Σ. Note that the semantics for quantifiers ensures
that “gaps” are handled by non-denoting propositional expressions being absent from
the domain of E L .

E L : Expr L → P(Σ × Value)
E L (e) 4
cases e of
..
.
e ∈ Prop
→ {(σ, σ(e)) | σ ∈ Σ ∧ e ∈ dom σ}
e ∈ Var
→ {(σ, σ(e)) | σ ∈ Σ}
mk -Arith(a, /, b) → {(σ, a 0 /b 0 ) | (σ, a 0 ) ∈ E L (a) ∧
(σ, b 0 ) ∈ E L (b) ∧ b 0 6= 0}
..
.
mk -Delta(p)
→ {(σ, true) | σ ∈ dom E L (p)} ∪
{(σ, false) | σ ∈ (Σ \ dom E L (p))}
mk -Not(p)
→ {(σ, true) | (σ, false) ∈ E L (p)} ∪
{(σ, false) | (σ, true) ∈ E L (p)}
mk -Or (p, q)
→ {(σ, true) | (σ, true) ∈ E L (p)} ∪
{(σ, true) | (σ, true) ∈ E L (q)} ∪
{(σ, false) | (σ, false) ∈ E L (p) ∧ (σ, false) ∈ E L (q)}
mk -Exists(x , p) → {(σ, true) |
σ∈Σ ∧
true ∈ rng ({σ † {x 7→ i} | i: Z}  E L (p))} ∪
{(σ, false) |
σ∈Σ ∧
rng ({σ † {x 7→ i} | i: Z}  E L (p)) = {false}}
end
Fig. 8. The semantic function E L for LPF.

The “gaps” that arise from partial terms and propositional expressions in LPF are
modelled by choosing relations as the space of denotations here. This is in contrast to
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the use of partial functions as is classical in denotational semantics [Sto77]. The use of
relations might suggest non-determinacy but all denotations are in fact single valued,
i.e. any relation E L (e) is deterministic (or “functional”), that is, for any expression e it
follows that (σ, v1 ) ∈ E L (e) ∧ (σ, v2 ) ∈ E L (e) ⇒ v1 = v2 .

6
6.1

Discussion
A Comparison of the Approaches Considered

The “proof of the pudding” for any logic is the ease of proof. Consider constructing a
proof of Property 2 in classical logic; first, it is necessary to introduce some knowledge
about division and subtraction, since a proof is a game with symbols, it cannot use the
semantics of the arithmetic operators:
∀i : Z · i = 0 ⇒ ¬ ((i − 1) = 0); ∀i : Z · ¬ (i = 0) ⇒ i /i = 1 `
∀i : Z · (i /i = 1) ∨ ((i − 1)/(i − 1) = 1)
A proof of the above property in classical logic is presented in Figure 9 and it is pleasingly straightforward even though it hides the fact that the term 0/0 with its undetermined denotation implicitly crops up in a number of places.

from ∀i: Z · i = 0 ⇒ ¬ (i − 1 = 0); ∀i: Z · ¬ (i = 0)
1
from i: Z
1.1
i = 0 ∨ ¬ (i = 0)
1.2
from i = 0
1.2.1
¬ (i − 1 = 0)
1.2.2
(i − 1)/(i − 1) = 1
infer (i/i = 1) ∨ ((i − 1)/(i − 1) = 1)
1.3
from ¬ (i = 0)
1.3.1
i/i = 1
infer (i/i = 1) ∨ ((i − 1)/(i − 1) = 1)
infer (i/i = 1) ∨ ((i − 1)/(i − 1) = 1)
infer ∀i: Z · (i/i = 1) ∨ ((i − 1)/(i − 1) = 1)

⇒ i/i = 1
h1, Z
⇒ -E -L(∀-E (h1, h), h1.2)
⇒ -E -L(∀-E (h1, h), 1.2.1)
∨-I -L(1.2.2)
⇒ -E -L(∀-E (h1, h), h1.3)
∨-I -R(1.3.1)
∨-E (1.1, 1.2, 1.3)
∀-I (1)

Fig. 9. A proof of Property 2.

This prompts the question of how a proof of the same property would look in LPF.
The answer is that it would be identical! The proof in Figure 9 is a completely correct
proof in LPF but the point is that nowhere is it necessary in LPF to make assumptions
about the denotation of terms with zero divisors.
However, definedness does need to be established in some LPF proofs. There are
certain constraints on inference rules in LPF. One issue is that the, so called, law of
the excluded middle: p ∨ ¬ p, does not hold because the disjunction of two undefined
Boolean values is still undefined: thus (0/0 = 1) ∨ ¬ (0/0 = 1) is not a tautology in
LPF.
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The non-monotone ∆ operator in LPF does, however, give rise to an alternative
property which is known as the law of the excluded fourth: p ∨ ¬ p ∨ ¬ ∆p, that is, p
is true, false or undefined. Furthermore, adding definedness hypotheses for all terms in
some logical expression p is sufficient to make the validity of p in LPF and in classical
logic coincide. One place where ∆ arises is when one wants to use what is, in classical
logic, the unrestricted deduction theorem, which does not hold in LPF because knowing
⊥B ` ⊥B is not the same as ⊥B ⇒ ⊥B . The use of ∆ can provide a sound ⇒ -I rule
for LPF:3
⇒ -I

∆p; p ` q
p ⇒ q

Interestingly, it can be argued that the law of the excluded middle doesn’t necessarily hold in E C semantics where the partial division function has been underspecified!
If division by 0 yields a non-deterministic result then 7/0 = 0 ∨ ¬ (7/0 = 0) can be
false. Since it is difficult in a logic to pin down a characterisation of “giving the same
value within a context”, the temptation to fix on a result such as 7/0 = 42 becomes
rather strong. Giving in to this temptation however leads to questions such as whether
7/0 = 5/0 (see [Jon95] for further discussion). The law of the excluded middle does,
however, hold in the E D approach.
An obvious reservation about using multiple notions of equality is that anyone reasoning in this way has to observe different properties of the two or more notions (note
that a strict (computational) notion of equality still needs to be written in function definitions and that a non-strict notion of equality is needed to cope with partial terms4 ).
Furthermore, although the focus here is on equality, the complications extend to include
all of the other relational operators/predicates. There are also surprises in that, for example, existential inequality is not the negation of existential equality — they can both
be false. (There is an interesting formal connection between what can be proved in E ∃
and E L which is explored in [FJ08].)
6.2

Further Approaches

A longer discussion of other approaches to handling non-denoting terms can be found
in [CJ91] but it is worth here making a few further points.
McCarthy’s conditional operators The propositional operators are defined by (nonstrict) conditional expressions [McC67], for instance, the conditional disjunction operator (p cor q) is defined as: if p then true else q and the truth table for cor is presented
in Figure 10. Such a semantics is used in Raise [Gro92, Gro95].
The conditional disjunction operator case of a semantic function (similar to what
has been defined above for the other approaches) for McCarthy’s approach E M (that
would use Σ in the function signature) would be defined as:
3

4

To claim definedness in a proof, the related δ operator is often used which is monotone and is
the same as ∆ except that δ⊥B = ⊥B , and therefore δp is equivalent to the assertion p ∨ ¬ p.
Note that in the E ∃ semantics, existential equality has replaced the strict equality. If the strict
equality was to remain –in addition to the existential equality– then the E ∃ semantics would
not be total for every Boolean expression.
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mk -Or (p, q) → {(σ, true) | (σ, true) ∈ E M (p)} ∪
{(σ, true) | (σ, false) ∈ E M (p) ∧ (σ, true) ∈ E M (q)} ∪
{(σ, false) | (σ, false) ∈ E M (p) ∧ (σ, false) ∈ E M (q)}
The first variable in the conditional expressions is usually referred to as the “inevitable variable” because, if it is undefined, then the entire expression is undefined
since conditional expressions are strict in their first argument. This means that disjunction and conjunction are no longer commutative and, additionally, quantifiers are
problematic with respect to undefined values. Thus, ∃i : {0, 1} · i /i = 1 may not have
the same truth value as 1/1 = 1 ∨ 0/0 = 1. So while, Property 1 with the conditional
implication operator can be proved in McCarthy’s approach, neither the contrapositive
of Property 1 nor Property 2 follow for conditionally defined operators.
The conditional form of the logical operators were used in the early IBM Vienna
operational semantics definitions known as VDL (see [W+ 69, §1.1.6.2]). It was an unpreparedness to tolerate the loss of properties like commutativity of disjunction and
conjunction that drove the first author of the current paper to experiment with using
both the conditional and the classical operators in [Jon72] (an idea also tried in [Dij76]
and [GS96]). As can be seen from [GS96], the distribution laws become problematic.

cor
true
⊥B
false

true
true
⊥B
true

⊥B
true
⊥B
⊥B

false
true
⊥B
false

Fig. 10. The truth table for McCarthy’s conditional disjunction operator.

Avoiding function application: Several authors have tried to avoid writing the expression f (x ) = y and instead write it as (x , y) ∈ f r , where f r is the relation that is the
“graph” of the function f . The key idea is that (x , y) ∈ f r is false when x ∈
/ dom f r ,
for all y. This idea in not analysed in detail here (see [CJ91, Jon06] for further detail),
because the notation becomes rather heavy5 but it is easy to see how it could be added
to the semantics used above.
Restricting the bounds on quantifiers: Another solution is to restrict quantification to
sets that do not contain any values outside of the actual domains of the functions used.
For example, Property 1 could be written as: ∀i : {i | i : Z ∧ i 6= 0} · i /i = 1. Unfortunately, in general, the type structure becomes both clumsy and undecidable. Refer
to [CJ91,GSE95] for further information. One could even encode the actual defined domain of a partial function in its type and make its application with argument(s) outside
of that domain a type error.
5

Property 2 has to be rewritten as: ∀i: Z · ((i, i), 1) ∈ /r ∨ (((i − 1), (i − 1)), 1) ∈ /r and
rewriting g(f (x )) requires an extra existential quantifier.
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Restricting the expressions written: It is possible to view the relation E L as total by
restricting the expressions e to those for which there exists, for all σ ∈ Σ, a tuple
(σ, v ) ∈ E L (e). As seen in [Meh08, Sch11] such well definedness (“WD”) restrictions
can be complicated and expand exponentially in size.

7

Conclusions

LPF is a logic designed to handle non-denoting logical values that can arise from terms
that apply partial functions and operators. This paper presents a semantic model for LPF
and two other popular approaches: making all terms denote values; and using non-strict
relational operators. The idea was to use semantic functions which map logical expressions to relations over interpretations and results and this leads naturally to the view of
non-denoting terms corresponding to “gaps”. Each of the approaches attempts to catch
“undefinedness” in a different place (see Figure 1) and the semantic models presented
were used to compare and contrast the approaches. LPF emerges as a strong approach
to handling partial terms and it is to be hoped that the progress reported in [JLS11] on
efficient semi-decision procedures for LPF will lead to its wider use.
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